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A comprehensive cloud software solution for tracking, 
labeling, managing, and reporting on your hazardous 
chemicals, and providing right-to-know access to  
GHS-formatted SDSs on any mobile device. 

Core Capabilities
•  Safety Data Sheet (SDS) 

Management 

•  Right-to-Know Compliance

•  Custom Labeling

•  Chemical Inventory 
Management

•  Regulatory Reporting

Chemical Management Made Easy
Your employees require access to chemical hazard information, 
and an easy way to create labels and track chemical containers. 
At the same time, you need a chemical management system 
that simplifies GHS compliance and lets you quickly see the 
chemical footprint of your enterprise in real-time. VelocityEHS 
Chemical Management has you covered.  

VelocityEHS’ solution — rebuilt on a new platform featuring 
hundreds of new and improved features — includes around-
the-clock access to the industry’s best safety data sheet 
library, with millions of documents and more than 20,000 
new or updated SDSs added each week. In addition, our SDS/
Chemical Management mobile app gives you offline access 
to product and inventory information including safety data 
sheets for the chemicals in your workplace — no matter where 
you are. 

Our solution simplifies complex chemical inventory 
management tasks, giving you the control you need to 
account for chemical hazards throughout your organization. 

Chemical Management

The #1 SDS/Chemical 
Management Solution
2020 ISHN Readers’ Choice Award

Emergency Planning: Sharing is Preparing
Preparing for chemical emergencies is essential to protecting 
your community and ensuring employees make it home safe. 
Depending on the chemicals you have on-site, you may also  
be required by law to provide accurate chemical safety and 
inventory data to applicable emergency response agencies.   

VelocityEHS gives you a complete picture of your chemical 
footprint – what chemicals you have on-site, storage  
locations and quantities of each — and makes sure that  
every chemical has an up-to-date SDS. We even allow you  
to upload floorplans to create detailed maps of your  
chemical inventory.  

The best part is, VelocityEHS makes it easy for you to share all  
of this information directly with your first responders — in real-
time — so they can access it when they need it most. It’s the 
easiest way to meet your regulatory requirements and help 
maintain the safety of your employees, and the community. 

The VelocityEHS Platform
Check out all of our EHS management products, including:

• Air Emissions

• Audit & Inspection

• Compliance Management

• Corrective Action

• Ergonomics

• Incident Management

• Industrial Hygiene

• Management of Change

• Training & Learning

• Performance Metrics

• Risk Management

• Safety Meetings

• SDS/Chemical Management

• Training Management

• Waste Compliance

• Water Quality
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Features & Benefits
Simplify Compliance
•  Stay current with GHS-aligned hazard communication 

standards (e.g. OSHA HCS, WHMIS, CLP, WHS)

•  Easily provide Right-to-Know SDS access and  
container labeling

• Get mobile ac  cess to your SDS library with our 
    SDS/Chemical Management app

Improve Chemical Management
•  Access and manage your chemical inventory in the field 

•  Gain container-level visibility of the location, status and  
risks of chemicals in your facilities 

•  Scan barcodes, QR codes and UPCs with our SDS/Chemical 
Management app for real-time inventory management 

Streamline Reporting and Regulatory Cross-
Referencing
•  Identify chemicals regulated by various state, federal  

and international hazardous substance lists

•  Simplify regulatory compliance reporting (e.g. EPCRA, 
COMAH, CMP) 

•  Evaluate chemical hazards to facilitate use of  
sustainable alternatives

VelocityEHS Chemical Management makes it easy to control 
chemical hazards, streamline regulatory reporting and create 

a safer workplace for your employees. 

The VelocityEHS Advantage
True Cloud Solution
Our Chemical Management solution can be accessed 
anywhere, anytime, from any mobile device, and our  
SDS/Chemical Management app gives you the flexibility 
to deploy our solutions even when you’re offline.

Helping You Be Better
Eliminate the day-to-day burdens associated with chemical 
inventory management and hazard communication so you 
can focus on being a more effective EHS leader.

Delivering Value
Designed with continuous feedback and industry insights 
from customers like you, our solutions are more affordable, 
quicker and easier to implement, and provide the simplest 
user experience for you and your employees.

Well-designed and intuitive solutions 
that are available across any device 
via the cloud give you and your 
employees anytime, anywhere access 
to the VelocityEHS platform.

Solving Complex Problems Simply
Our new, improved Chemical Management platform is even 
easier to use and quicker to implement, giving you more time 
to focus on the overall safety of your facilities and employees.

Providing Personalized Service and Support
Our Chemical Management solution is backed by our  
expert team of Customer Success professionals who’ll give  
you the individual attention you need to help reach your  
EHS goals faster.

Call Us Today
Toll free: 1.866.919.7922 
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